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Orner Salmain Saleh Bakarbashat dat~Df birth
Social Security nUmPer
California, was interviewe a
Orner
Bakarbashat~rherein after Omer, of the identities of the interviewing
agents alldthe nature of the interview,Omer voluntarily provided the
following information:
Orner bee"ame a.cquainted with two individuals the first named,
Nawaf Alhazmi and the second Khalid Almihdar, approximatelyon~ to one
and a half years ago while attending ,Islam religiou~ servicetog~ther.
They prayed together at a Mosque located at 7173 Saranac, San biego,
California, (CA). Orner described his relationship with the two men as
casual friends not close friends. Orner could not provide any specific
details as to the individuals personal information or their daily
b6
activities, except that they were not employed. Omer was unaware of b7C
the mens' source of income. Omer was unawar~ of any flight school
training taken, by the two men. He did not know if they were commercial
airline pilots. Orner denied being a pilot nor had he ever taken' flight
lessons. The last contact Omer had with the individuals was
apprdximately the beginning of the year 2001. Nawaf told Omer that
Khalid had moved to Saudi Arabia and he, Nawaf, was moving to Arizona.
Nawaf did not inform Orner of the city in Arizona or the reason for
moving to Arizona. In July 2001, Orner made an inquiry with his
landlord, I
I as to the current whereabouts of Nawaf or
Khalid, which was met with negative results. Omer'would have
communicated with Nawaf through the internet or by telephone. Orner's
e-mail address is I
I
Nawaf and 'Khalid ;together approached Orner for'assistance in
learning the Engl'ish language in which Orner helped Nawaf. Khalid was
not as interested in learning the language as was Nawaf. Nawaf was
particUlarly interested in improving his communication skills with the
American public.
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After dropping classes at the language center he ,found
residency through friends at the Mosque. He moved into an apartment at
I
I San Diego, CA. He resided there for approximately
eight .months·with other members of the'Mosque, however, not the same
,time period as Nawaf or Khalid. He then moved into an apartment thatb6
was going to be vacated by Nawaf and Khalid. Orner entered into a
b7C
verbal agreement with the two men to stay in the apartment which was
located behind a Burger King restaurant off Balboa Avenue, San Diego,
CA. The two men apparently had a dispute with the apart~ent manager
and vacated the apartment prior to the expiration of the lease. At the
time Orner resided in the apartment r which he claims it· was
approximate1y one month, the lease remained in the name of Nawaf and
Khalid.
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Orner SalmainSaleh Bakarbashat. date of birth, I
~
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California, was interviewed at his residence. After advising Orner
Bakarbashat, herein after Orner, of the identities of the interviewing
agents and the nature of the interview, Orner voluntarily provided the
following information:
'
I

I .'
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